
Across
(1) When born, this makes up about 25% of the total body length.
(5) One can only hope they aren’t the one holding baby when one of 
these happen.
(6) Babies can recognize their mom’s _____ at birth.
(8) Child-proof your home before your little one starts to do this.
(11) Around 8-12 months your baby may start to experience this. Two 
words.
(13) Prior to baby’s arrival, many women experience this instinct.
(14) Enjoy it while you can because it will fall out in the first few weeks or 
months for most babies.
(15) Babies will start to respond to this at approximately 7-9 months old.
(17) A painful, for baby, but necessary part of hospital screening includes 
this action to their foot. Two words.
(18) Approximately a cup of this is present in a newborn’s body at birth.

Down
(2) A baby’s brain will do this in size during the first year 
of their life.
(3) A name of a blanket or something you might do to 
help your newborn sleep better.
(4) The most common day of the week for birth days in the 
United States.
(7) In some cases babies must be delivered this way. First 
word only.
(9) From the Greek word meaning precursor is this type of 
false labor.
(10) Hopefully baby quickly learns to do this for effective 
breastfeeding.
(12) Red cheeks, extra saliva, and general fussiness can 
indicate your little one is doing this.
(16) The last sense babies develop.
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(3) The true color of your baby’s _____ are probably not 
set until 6-12 months.
(4) By 6-12 weeks old your baby will melt hearts by doing 
this.
(5) A standard birth in hospital parlance.
(7) Mom might do this to allow others to help feed the 
baby for a variety of reasons.
(9) 259 births per _____ was a recent worldwide statistic.
(11) Even when hangry, babies won’t produce these until 1-3 
months old.
(13) Your baby will develop in your womb during this 
period.
(14) Animal that is often associated with birth.
(15) Expecting mothers love it when their babies start to do 
this inside their stomachs.
(16) One name for someone who helps deliver babies 
outside of a hospital setting.

Across
(1) On average, kids will use this many thousand diapers 
before potty training.
(2) If baby is not breastfed, they will consume lots of this.
(6) Life for Mom will be just a bit easier with one of these 
as part of her wardrobe. Two words.
(8) Some use them and some are adamantly against this 
common accessory to calm babies.
(9) Type of clothing worn by expecting Moms.
(10) The most common date of birth is this date in 
September.
(12) A painful thing for Mom to deal with if baby isn’t 
eating regularly or properly.
(14) While pregnant, women may have a heightened sense 
of _____.
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(3) Newborns can have a surprisingly strong _____.
(6) Mom might use this to help soothe some of her pain 
during breastfeeding. Two words.
(7) Baby’s first dirty diapers will look and behave like this 
sticky substance.
(11) Before one’s milk comes in is this healthy and 
essential part of breastfeeding for baby.
(13) This cord feeds your baby during pregnancy.
(14) It’s estimated that parents of newborns miss out on 
this many months of sleep in the first two years of the 
baby’s life.
(17) Mom and Dad might want one of these handy for a 
congested baby. Two words.
(18) Make sure anyone holding your newborn knows to 
support this part of the body.

Across
(1) To ease the pain during labor many women opt for one of 
these.
(2) To avoid big messes you’ll want one of these from the time 
your baby is born. Two words.
(4) 80% of babies are born with one of these.
(5) Sometimes called “practice contractions.” Two words.
(8) After approximately 4 months your baby may do this out loud.
(9) Your little one may suck on this part of their hand at some 
point in their younger years.
(10) A common gift to your baby from others.
(12) It is believed that babies are born with 10,000 of these. Two 
words.
(15) Babies are born with 300 of these but over time will have 206 
just like everyone else.
(16) Many women will have one of these at some point during 
pregnancy.
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CROSSWORD 3

Across
(3) Grip
(6) Nipple Cream
(7) Tar
(11) Colostrum
(13) Umbilical
(14) Six
(17) Snot Sucker
(18) Neck
 

Down
(1) Epidural
(2) Change Pad
(4) Birthmark
(5) Braxton Hicks
(8) Laugh
(9) Thumb
(10) Blanket
(12) Taste Buds
(15) Bones
(16) Craving

CROSSWORD 1

Across
(1) Head
(5) Blowout
(6) Voice
(8) Crawl
(11)  Separation Anxiety
(13) Nesting
(14) Hair
(15) Name
(17) Heel Prick
(18) Blood

Down
(2) Double
(3) Swaddle
(4) Tuesday
(7) Cesarean 
(9) Prodromal
(10) Latch
(12) Teething
(16) Vision

CROSSWORD 2

Across
(3) Eyes
(4) Smiling
(5) Vaginal
(7) Pump
(9) Minute
(11) Tears
(13) Gestation
(14) Stork
(15) Kick
(16) Doula

Down
(1) Seven
(2) Formula
(6) Nursing Bra
(8) Pacifier
(9) Maternity
(10) Ninth
(12) Mastitis
(14) Smell
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